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 To review researcher‟s attempts in response to the problem of spoofing and 

liveness detection, mapping the research overview from the literature survey 

into a suitable taxonomy, exploring the basic properties of the field, 

motivation of using liveness detection methods in face recognition, and 

Problems that may restrain the advantages. We presented a subjected search 

on face recognition with liveness detection and its synonyms in four main 

databases: Web of science, Science Direct, Scopus and IEEE Xplore. We 

believe that these databases are widely inclusive enough to cover the 

literature. The final number of articles considered is 65 articles. 4 of them 

where review and survey articles that described a general overview about 

liveness detection and anti-spoofing methods. Since 2012, and despite of 

leaving some areas unestablished and needs more attention, researchers tried 

to keep track of liveness detection in several ways. No matter what their 

category is, articles concentrated on challenges that faces the full utility of 

anti-spoofing methods and recommended some solutions to overcome these 

challenges. In this paper, different types of liveness detection and face anti-

spoofing techniques are investigated to keep researchers updated with what is 

being developed in this field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Biometrics is a multidisciplinary field involved with measuring and mapping specific biological 

traits, e.g. fingerprints, face, palm veins, etc. to be used as an individualized recognition code [1]. Biometric 

traits can be classified into two groups that are physical traits such as aforementioned examples and 

behavioral traits such as signature, voice and keystrokes. Biometric is essential for a wide range of 

technologies. However, one of the main obstacles facing biometric recognition systems is fraudulent identity 

which is conceptually referred as a spoofing attack. Broadly, two types of attacks can be considered: indirect 

and direct attacks. Indirect attacks are implemented inside the system, intruded by hackers or intruders, e.g. 

by tampering the feature extractor (i.e. matcher), or by performing modifications to the template database. 

Indirect attacks can be precluded by various measures including but not limited to anti-virus software, 

firewalls, encryption and intrusion detection. Direct attacks on the other hand, are carried out at the sensor 

level outside the digital limits of the system and therefore, no mechanisms for digital protection can be used 

to anticipate it [1]. Liveness detection is a major area of interest within the field of biometric that 

encompasses a process of verifying whether the biometric being captured by the recognition system is 
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genuine (i.e. alive) or has been mimicked by intruders to have an unauthorized access to the biometric 

system.  

In the literature on liveness detection, the relative importance of face liveness detection has been 

subject to considerable discussion. In this article we provide a review of the state-of-the-art anti-spoofing 

detection techniques for facial biometrics. Face anti-spoofing techniques requires a genuine photograph, 

recorded video or dummy evidence etc. to be present at the sensor (i.e. camera). Photographs generally lacks 

the 3D information‟s and provides less physiological evidences than videos can provide. This can be 

exploited in liveness detection as a limitation of static images. However, videos captured by high quality 

cameras can be also a challenging spoofing attack as they provide a strong sign for vitality through motion. 

Dummy models on the other hand can be a threat to facial biometric system containing 3D information that 

static images and videos do not provide [2]. Recent developments in the field of facial biometric have led to a 

renewed interest in liveness detection as a solution for spoofing attack problems. The purpose of this paper is 

to review recent research efforts mapping them into a cohesive taxonomy based on liveness indicators and a 

further classification is provided on face anti-spoofing techniques. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A block diagram of face liveness detection system architecture is shown in Figure 1, it is necessary 

to clarify the exact process of using liveness detection system which involves a user to present a biometric 

sample to the sensor, which is a camera in our case. The face image is then preprocessed appropriate form 

(e.g. through noise removal, blur and focus corrections techniques) so that the image is ready to the next step 

of feature extraction. The output biometric template of feature extraction process is a distinguishable sample 

with distinct features that allows classifier to decide whether presented sample is real or spoofed by the aid of 

pre-trained data. Genuine samples will be processed for identification, while spoofed samples will be 

automatically discarded for authentication, and in order to measure the performance of liveness detection 

system, 

the following measurements are defined [3]: 

- False Reject Ratio (FRR): it is the rate where a live sample is identified as a spoof attack. 

- False Acceptance Ratio (FAR): it is the rate of system where a fake sample is authenticated as live 

(genuine) sample. 

- Failure to Acquire (FA): it is the rate of the system when it fails to perform samples collection. 

- Mean Transaction Time (MTT): it is the average of system‟s required time for making a decision. 

- Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC): plots that are used to select the operating threshold of  

the system with prior knowledge of the FRR and FAR probability. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of face liveness detection system 
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Another important aspect of vitality detection that deserves to be highlighted is the publicly 

available databases that consist of images of various textures which have been utilized extensively in 

validating liveness detection against spoofing attacks such as high-quality images attacks to video-replays. 

The available databases and the literature that utilized these databases is described in Table 1. Although these 

databases provided a very useful tool for researchers, the lack of publicly available datasets of different 

nature such as eye blinking videos or mouth and head movement, this limitation makes it hard to benchmark 

with such anti-spoofing methods. 

 

 

Table 1. Publicly available databases 
No Database Detection Method Reference 

  Texture Life sign indicator 3D Properties  

1 Replay Attack √   [4, 5] 
2 NUAA √   [6-8] 

3 CASIA √   [9, 10] 

4 YALE √   [6] 
5 XM2VTS √ √  [11, 12]  

6 FSA √   [13] 

7 OTCBVS √   [14] 
8 UCBN √ √  [15] 

9 3D MAD √   [16, 17] 
10 SC  √ √ [18] 

11 ZJU  √ √ [19, 20] 

12 AVOZES √ √  [15] 
13 DaFEX  √  [21] 

14 VidTIMIT  √  [15] 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

The significant keyword in the search domain of this paper is “Face”, thus precludes any non-face 

liveness detection like fingerprint, palm print, iris, etc. We also limited the search the search scope to English 

literature only. 

 

3.1.  Study selection procedure 

Four databases were selected to perform the search of required articles: the IEEE Xplore technical 

literature library in engineering and technology; the (WoS) web of science service; the Science Direct 

database and Scopus database. To cover all related literature and offer a wider view of researcher‟s efforts 

regarding this area. Study selection procedure included searching the sources of the literature, followed by  

2 steps of screening and filtering resulted articles, in the first step duplicated and irrelevant articles were 

excluded by title and abstract scanning. While a full-text reading resulted in filtering the scanned articles as  

a second step. Both steps were applied based on chosen eligibility criteria which is followed by the authors. 

 

3.2.  Search 
The search was done in the afore mentioned databases, using a carefully selected keyword including 

“face recognition” with the “AND” operator and “liveness detection” with different synonyms as shown in 

the query text as shown in Figure 2. We further applied refinements in each search engine to eliminate any 

type rather than journal and conference articles to ensure including appropriate scientific works related  

to our survey. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Search query 

 

 

3.3. Inclusion criterion 

An eligible criterion was specified in PRISMA Flow Diagram as shown in Figure 3 to decide which 

article to be included and thus, mapping the domain of research [22]. This was done after removal of 

duplicates and irrelevant articles in the earlier steps screening and filtering. Eligibility of the article was 
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decided by specific aspects such as English articles only were considered and targeted topic was concerned in 

face recognition rather than any other biometric field such as iris, fingerprint or palm print etc. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. PRISMA flow diagram 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

4.1.  Search results 

The initial search results were (120) articles: (3) from ScienceDirect, (34) results of IEEE Xplore, 42 

from Scopus and 41 articles are from WoS, including the period 2012 to 2017. There were 39 articles 

duplicates among the four databases. Titles and abstracts scanning was applied, 10 were excluded which 

results in 71 papers. Next, a full text reading is performed that included (65) articles as a final set. These 

papers were carefully read to specify the  

Research area they belong to in this topic. (4) Of them were review articles that referred to existing 

methods or provided a general overview about the established techniques. The other branch of this layer of 

classification was applied based on liveness indicators exist resulting in 61 articles. Liveness indicators layer 

was further divided into subcategories based on techniques used in each indicator. 

a. Review and survey articles: The literature on face liveness detection revealed 4 review articles in earlier 

specified period of last five years. These reviews mainly investigated literature in terms of  

state-of-art techniques in liveness detection. Olga et al. (2012) presented an overview on 2D face liveness 

detection that categorized the literature based on live sign clues with a detailed discussion on different 

spoofing attacks that highlighted their relation to the developed solutions. In her work Olga et al. (2012) 

also shed some light on publicly available datasets and made a clear path for study future  

directions [23]. Similarly, Sajida et al. (2015) classified her review on face anti-spoofing methods into 

intrusive and non-intrusive approaches and provided a critical review on literature for the architecture of 

liveness detection system and its implementations [2]. The study by Galbally et al. (2015) offers probably 

the most comprehensive analysis of literature of face anti-spoofing during the past decade.  

A Chronological evolution of biometric anti-spoofing was represented and theories, methodologies, 

database evaluation and state-of-art techniques were covered for the period (1903-2014) [24]. One year 

later Bangga and Singh introduced a review on spoofing detection in face recognition considering facial 
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motion deduction and facial texture analysis in their classification of techniques [25]. Spoofing 

mechanisms for facial biometrics were discussed and algorithms and features for various spoofing attacks 

were also broadly reviewed. Figure 4 shows a taxonomy of research literature on face liveness detection. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. A taxonomy of research literature on face liveness detection 

 

 

b. Face liveness indicators: The existing literature on liveness detection focuses particularly on liveness 

indicators as a clue that helps to find the appropriate solution for different spoofing problems. Based on 

the liveness indicator used, approaches of detection are separated into five categories as follows: 

 

4.1.1. Texture analysis 

Based on the assumption that fake face produces a different texture pattern that does not exist in real 

face, texture features are extracted from the face image or sequence of images to provide detectable 

information that help to distinguish real from fake identities. In this review, texture-based approaches are 

generally divided into three groups based on detection technique used: image quality assessment (IQA), 

dynamic, and static. Image quality assessment theory in liveness detection implies that there is a quality 

difference between fake and real images that can be detected using image quality measures which allows to 

build a protection method against spoofing attacks. Researchers exploited this assumption to develop various 

IQA techniquesin [5, 26-33]. An evaluation of several IQA techniques was done in [34].Several studies have 

tested the efficacy of dynamic texture analysis in liveness detection in [35-43]. Static texture analysis on the 

other hand have been explored through large number of published studies in our research  

period in [4, 44-58]. 

 

4.1.2. Motion analysis 

Three types of techniques were surveyed within motion analysis which assumes that a planar object 

moves in a different way other than a real face. The method encompasses the calculation of information 

regarding the moving points of an image in the scene. These types are : Focus distance based [59, 16], 

Optical flow based [60-63] and Scenic clues based motion analysis [64-67]. 
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4.1.3. Life sign indicators 

The movement of a certain part in the face such as a lip movement or eye blinking can be  

an indicator of liveness, eye state and mouth state are two main signs to be taken into consideration in life 

sign detection algorithms which were established in [68-72] respectively. A utilization of both indicators to 

build a robust liveness detection system was also proposed by A.Singh et al. (2014) in [73]. 

 

4.1.4. 3D properties 

Few studies focused on this type of method where detection techniques are proposed to analyze  

the 3D facial structure to distinguish real from fake samples in liveness detection system [74-77]. 

 

4.1.5. Other liveness indicators 

The literature on liveness detection has highlighted several other studies with a combination rather 

than one liveness indicator. These studies were included in our search period are [78-83]. 

 

4.2. Data analysis 

The initial objective of the paper is to update the state-of-art of liveness detection techniques.  

The purpose is to highlight recent trends on this topic research. The difference of this review from many 

previous works is that it focuses on the literature of techniques rather than techniques themselves. Moreover 

it proposes a taxonomy of the related literature. Mapping the literature into a taxonomy in a research area can 

provide several benefits. One of which is that it organizes the mass of publications in the literature.  

For instance, a new researcher in the field of facial biometric detection may be overwhelmed with the huge 

number of papers in this particular field without any sort of structure and may fail to have clear idea about 

the existent activities of the area. Taxonomizing the literature can help sorting out the different activities into 

meaningful layout. Furthermore, a taxonomy mapping the work on liveness detection into certain categories 

can help to underline the weaknesses and strengths in a research coverage. This is done by indicating several 

paths that the researcher may go through to find the gaps in a branch of the subject. A data analysis of  

the literature is probably interesting to provide researchers with proportions of the publications in different 

aspects. Figure 5 presents the results by number of articles in each of the explored databases before and after 

applying our eligibility criteria. The final results were mostly found in WOS while Scopus and IEEE Xplore 

may be equivalent to its results, and science direct shows the least proportion regarding our topic. This may 

be beneficial to those who don‟t have access to all database source they can use other engines to get a close 

enough search results. 

Another analysis of data was done on the number of articles in various categories by their year of 

publication during the period (2012-2017) is shown in Figure 6. It reveals that there is a noticeable increment 

in number of published works between 2012 and 2016 in this area. And his most significant class of interest 

is the texture analysis and the least are shown to be the review papers and 3D properties. 

 

 

  
 

Figure5. Number of included articles by main 

database source 

 

Figure 6. Number of included articles in various 

categories by publication year 

 

 

It is clearly shown that texture analysis techniques occupy most of the publication area. Static, IQA, 

and dynamic techniques respectively shows the highest scores among other techniques. An evaluation of 

systems performance for liveness detection approaches that presented promising accuracies is briefly 
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described in Table 2 in terms of accuracy, half total error rate (HTER), area under ROC curve (AUC), equal 

error rate (EER), and time where calculated. 

 

 

Table 2. Evaluation of performance 
Category Reference Accuracy HTER EER AUC Time 

Texture Analysis 
 

 

[32] - 0.0 5.83 - - 
[26] - 4.78 6.23 - - 

[5] - 15.2 - -  

[27] - 15.2,32.4 - - - 
[30] - 0.5 - - 0.573 sec 

      

[29] - 1.65 - - - 

[36]    
0.84,0.81, 

0.83 
- 

[37] - 
15.16,8.51, 

7.60 
17,16, 

10 
- - 

[38] - 
3.75,1.38, 

1.0 

30.2, 

1,8 
- - 

[39] 80.95%,90.48 - - - - 

[43] 0.9720 - - - - 

[45] - 
0, 

0.29 
6.7, 
2.9 

- - 

[4] - 
15.16,17.17, 

34.01 
- - - 

[46] - 10% - - - 

[47] 
93.06,93.13, 

93.16 

6.94,6.87, 

6.84 
- - - 

      

[48] - - 13.3,12.9,8.58,5.82 - - 

[53] - 
2.7,4.6, 

9.5 
- - - 

 

[57] - 

16.21, 

12.3034, 
15.45 

- - - 

Motion Analysis [59] 97.5% -  - - 

[16] - - 
9.57,3.47, 

0.00 
- - 

[60] - 
22.81, 

13.33 
- - - 

[61] - 
4.38, 

1.25 
- - - 

[63] - - 9.6,12.5 - - 
[62] - 1.52 - - - 

[64] - - 6.8 - - 

[65] 100% - - - - 

[66] 
85%,94.5%, 

92.9% 
- - - - 

[67] - 5.1% - - - 

Life Sign 

Indicators 
[68] 

89.7%,98%, 

94.8% 
- - - - 

[69] 
99.4%, 

96.77% 
- - - - 

[71] 99% - - - - 

[84] 
90.5%, 

84.4% 
- - - - 

3D Properties [75] - - 10% - - 
[76] 100% - - - - 

Other Liveness 

Indicators 

[63] - 2.75 3.3,0.0 - - 

[79] - 12.5,13.72 - - 34msec 
[80] - 50,34.38 - - - 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this investigation, the aim was to have an insight of face liveness detection through updating and 

taxonomizing the literature. Another important thing is that the new researchers in this field can have a clear 

idea about what face liveness detection is and what are the opportunities to develop new methods, adopt new 

technologies and go through specific direction and explore its research gaps without the need to waste  

the time on investigating irrelevant works. We have found that generally the liveness indicators are the most 

suitable tool of theory to classify the literature search results. Moreover, a widely enough reading to have 

knowledge about the topic would be easier to gain from review papers rather than from books specially in 
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terms of identifying all the related synonyms of the search query keywords to be able to cover mostly all  

the related work. The outcome of research effort on liveness detection appears to have a significant progress, 

However, it remains a challenge for the facial recognition systems. Therefore, we recommend future 

researchers to focus on directions that have not been established before and try to bridge the gap in those 

paths. In general, it seems that a green area of the research is the one with few publications and can be a good 

ground for implanting the new ideas, technologies and methods those would result in significant solutions to 

the problems of the biometric system. A combination of more than one liveness indicator in one system, a use 

of test data with different spoofing scenarios, would affect the overall performance of detection system. 

Finally, the aim is not to get a system 100% secured, but to simply make the system more secure, robust and 

as accurate as possible. 
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